This release addresses a minor printing problem with the Bargaining Unit Table report (PPP0117) subsequent to the installation of PPS Release 1352. Since the Bargaining Unit Table is not frequently updated nor are listings frequently required, this is not a problem requiring urgent action, however, until the error is corrected, it is impossible to produce a complete listing of the Bargaining Unit Table.

**Error Report 1751**

Release 1352 added dues retention information to the Bargaining Unit Table. A minor logic error results in the suppression of all but the primary segment information for each bargaining unit on the printed report. Note that *there is no problem with the update of the Bargaining Unit Table*. The table contents are fine, it is only the printed report that is incorrect.

**Programs**

**DB2 Programs**

PPP010

The report-printing problem was due to a simple misplaced period in the printing logic. This error has been corrected.
Test Plan

This release was tested at UCOP by requesting the production of a listing of the Bargaining Unit Table (Table 17) using the Release 1352 version of PPP010. It was noted that only the unit heading information was printed for each unit; the secondary segments (Gross To Net and Agency Fee Relationship) were not printed for any unit, even when they are contained on the table.

The same listing was requested using the version of PPP010 modified by this release. In addition to the unit heading information, the secondary segments were printed this time, where they existed on the table.

Installation Instructions

1. Perform the “before” testing, as described above
2. Install the modified batch program PPP010
3. DB2-precompile, compile, and link the modified batch program PPP010 into the batch loadlib (LOADLIB)
4. Bind the plan for PPP010
5. Perform the “after” testing, as described above
6. Install program PPP010 into production

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is not urgent. As mentioned above, the errors corrected herein have only minor functional impact.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence. Prompt installation will avoid problems should a listing of the Bargaining Unit Table be required for any reason.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jerry.Wilcox@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0516.
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